Dear CAMWS Colleague,

The CAMWS 2020 Local Committee looks forward to seeing you in Birmingham soon and very soon.

Here are some items to pay attention to as you make plans to join us.

**LOGISTICS**
- **Map with Hotel and Airport**
- **THE MAGIC CITY**
  - **Map of Fresh Air, Food and Perspectives**

**AIRPORT TRANSFER**: 18 miles / 30 minutes
- Call the Hyatt Regency to reserve a spot on its free shuttle: 205-444-5796
- Uber ($34.91-$47.03) / Lyft ($35-42)
- Yellow Cab ($53.10): 205-222-2222

**CAR RENTAL?** Birmingham has minimal public transportation. The adjacent mall is a veritable pedestrian paradise, of course, but the mall parking lot is not.

**PARKING:**
The Hyatt offers valet parking ($20 / night) and self-parking ($14 / night). Both options have unlimited in and out privileges and the convenience of billing to a guestroom account. Please note that complimentary parking is available in the Riverchase Galleria parking lot.

**PRINTING:** Although the Hyatt Wynfrey does NOT have robust business services, FedEx Office (closer) and Office Depot (close) are available for printing and photcopying needs.

**FINE DINING**: It’s time for reservations!
- Highlands Bar & Grill (Frank Stitt)
- Bottega Dining Room (Frank Stitt)
- Hot and Hot Fish Club (Chris Hastings)
- OvenBird (Chris Hastings)
- Bettola (James Lewis)
- Galley & Garden (James Boyce)
- Café Dupont (Chris Dupont)
- Gianmarco’s Restaurant (The Respinti’s)

**B’HAM CONTEST**: Win fabulous (?!?) prizes!
- Post to Instagram with the hashtag #CAMWS2020 a photo of you and Vulcan
- Post to Instagram with the hashtag #CAMWS2020 your entries in the B’ham Hunt

It will be nice to have you in Birmingham!
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